


Treats you badly

May hurt you

Makes you feel unhappy

Frightens you

Confused

Upset

Scared

Anyone could abuse people

It could be someone you know

It could be a stranger

Most people will not harm you



Tell someone. This could be:

a family member

a friend

a social worker

a manager at work

Phone the organisations at the back of this leaflet

Listen to you

Find the right people to help you

a police officer

a doctor or nurse

an advocate -a person who
       can help you to
      speak up

At home

In a care home, respite care or supported living placement

In hospital

In a day centre or day opportunity

In a public place

Anywhere



Our safeguarding aims

Help to stop adults from future harm and abuse or
neglect

Safeguards adults in a way that they can make
choices and have control about how they want to
live

Help adults to improve their life in the future

Six key principles - What you can expect from staff

Staff will ask me what I would like to happen
during the safeguarding process and this helps to
make a  plan of what happens

I receive clear information about what abuse is,
how  to recognise the signs and how to get help

Professionals will work in my interest. They will only
get involved as much as is needed

I get help and support to report abuse and neglect.
I am supported to take part in the safeguarding
process as much as I want to be involved

Staff treat personal information confidentially, only
sharing what is really needed

Professionals will work together and with me to get
the best result for me

Everyone understands what they have to do in the
safeguarding process and how they are involved in
my life



When your money or belongings are used by someone
else for their own reasons

This includes theft, scams and money transfers. Changing
your will, property or inheritance, when you do want to
change them

This is when someone is forced to work for no or very little
money. It can include being forced to work as a labourer,
in peoples homes or made to have sex so someone else
can get money

This is when someone commits a crime by harassing or
hurting someone because of their race, gender (male or
female), sexual identity (if we see ourselves as male or
female or other), age, disability, sexual orientation (gay,
straight, bisexual) or religion

When the internet or mobile phones are used to hurt or
embarrass someone

Neglect or poor care in an institution like hospital or care
home

When people’s medical, emotional or physical care needs
are ignored

Not managing to look after yourself and failing to do
things like washing, looking after your health or your home



This means assault, hitting, slapping,
pushing, not being given medication properly or restraining
people (this means holding someone and stopping them
moving around freely)

This is when adult family members or
people who have been in a romantic relationship become
abusers or are abused

This could be psychological (mental), physical, sexual,
financial, emotional abuse or honour based violence (this is
a violent crime that is committed towards someone who
has gone against their families culture or religion, causing
the family to feel shame)

This is when a woman’s private
parts of her body are cut or changed with no medical
reason

Forcing someone into a marriage when
they do not want to be married or tricking someone into
going abroad to get married when they do not want to

This includes rape, being made to see or
do sexual things that you do not want to, including in
photographs, films or being made fun of in sexual ways

This includes when people do not have the ability to make
decisions by themselves

This is when someone who is
vulnerable is abused in sexual ways so other people can
get money or get social or political benefits

This includes
emotional abuse, threats of harm, shouting or swearing at
you or actions that make you feel bad or embarrass you

It is also when people are made to do things they do not
want to or are stopped from receiving services they need



Abuse can make you feel

Stay calm and listen to them

Take what you are being told seriously

Offer support to help them stop the abuse

Write down what the person tells you in their own words

Be aware that medical and other evidence needs to be
kept safe

Contact the services named on this leaflet, the police or
your local safeguarding lead

Ask the person for more details

Assume someone else is aware and will take action

Contact or approach the person who may have caused
harm or abuse

Promise to keep it a secret

Delay or be afraid to seek help



Borough of Poole

01202 633902

Bournemouth Borough Council

01202 454979

Dorset County Council

01305 221016

Out of hours service

01202 657279

Adult safeguarding board

www.bpsafegaurdingadultsboard.com

Police

101

Call 999 emergency

Ask for the Police

Call an ambulance if you or someone you know is
badly hurt
Thank you to Leeds Adult Safeguarding Board whose factsheets have been
adapted for Poole, Bournemouth and Dorset.


